
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Trump Card  

Whoever understands the true narrative controls it.  

Update July 2nd***** 

I wrote this document over the course of last week. Everything written has manifested and 

will continue to do so 

***A civil war is being pushed, planted, plotted and manufactured by the mainsteam media 

as a means of scapegoating the news of pizzagate eviscerating what’s left of them. Sowing 

the seeds of a Civil War all to create a manufactured news cycle to circumvent and suppress 

any criminal proceedings. Before people linked to pizzagate get prosecuted, a lot who are 

directly linked to the mainstream media, they are going to abuse their positions attempting to 

goad the Right to start a civil war, pose and false flag as the Right to start a civil war and get 

members of the left to initiate a civil war all at once. 

 

 The Democratic party will quadruple down on their sublimation to seed and sow discord too 

the entire populace using every platform at their disposal. At this point in time they’re 

tugging at straws right now to see what works and what doesn’t to tap into my install base of 

sleeper cells because they’re running out of options.  

Any plans for World Peace secured by the Republican Party will be thwarted and 

downplayed at every cost by the (((msm))) and the criminals in control of the Democratic 

party. 

The left aspire to batter ram illegal immigrants by the tens of millions while to cause white 

birth rates in every state to fail just to ensure the Republicans never win house majority again. 

Their is a politician in Mexico who’s vying for presidency based off the platform he promises 

to flood the states with all of South America. ****** July 2nd Update He won the presidency 

And the left intends to do so before the wall gets built and too compromise a Trump 2020 

election.  

Just to suppress the news of the truth from coming to light. That’s where we're at now. The 

left wants to alter our demographics to prevent the truth of pedogate reaching the public.  

The left has billions of dollars at their disposal and they plan to use any dirty tactic they can 

to create a blue wave in November. 

The Lefts main areas of focus are  

1)Infiltration of the Right Wing Party to compromise it from within 

2)Memetic Warfare/ Psychological Warfare   

3)Quadrupling down on Anti-White rhetoric to sow discord amongst conservative families 

4)Creating a manufactured Civil War to flood the news cycle  



5)Flooding in millions of illegals aliens from South America to displace red states near the 

border  

6)Posing as right wing oriented to tap into an install base to profit from  

Now that is me taking off one gauntlet. 

Here is another gauntlet.  

The tide is turning in our favor.  

The truth will prevail.  

 

Our opposition are well aware of the power /pol/ is. 

Last October the msm and the left had their eyes on /pol/ who were in an advantageous 

position to bleed pizzagate into the mainstream by using Weinstein gate as a bridge.  

They’ll try to undermine it by claiming it’s an echo chamber when /pol/ is the closest thing to 

Mount Olympus in the entire world.  

 

 

 

 

…. 

Now with everything aforementioned, from the billions the left is willing to spend to create a 

blue wave, we can put them all in checkmate.  

And this move will trigger our end game resolve.  

The slingshot to the eye of Goliath. 

What I have to propose will pierce through any billions of dollars the left can utilize to get a 

blue wave off the ground.  

A single correspondence of acknowledgement between us cultivated into complete control 

and leverage of all the media and future generations to come. 

We created a simple signal of interference which cultivated into a meme of plausible 

deniability 

+++  

  

 

 



 

Trump tweet +++ Nov. 7th before he went to Japan 

https://www.metabunk.org/attachments/20171216-122601-vadji-jpg.30641/ 

 

 

Christ post +++ Oct. 31st 2017 

https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147319104/#147319207 

 

Receipts too my leverage: +++ 

This is an abridged timeline starting from October of 2017, I could go back further to as early 

as June of 2015, there’s far too many receipts that I amassed and cultivated.  

October 1st 2017: This thread predates Weinstein Gate and #MeToo by 2 weeks  

https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/143626090/#143626090 

October 2nd 2017:  Bait, implantation and sublimation.  

https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/143807467 

October 13th 2017: Hillary Clinton virtue signaling to me indirectly begging Trump for mercy 

https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/145111279/#145111279 

 

October 26th 2017 Taylor Swift: Ready For It? 

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=wIft-t-MQuE 

October 31st Revelations +++ 

https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147319104/#147319207 

November 7th 2017 Signal of correspondence with Trump 

https://www.metabunk.org/attachments/20171216-122601-vadji-jpg.30641/ 

 November 8th 2017 Gave Q a massive boost in leverage  

I helped fan the flames of the person known as Q way early on in his inception. I would try to 

encourage the Christian users of /pol/ to keep engaged with Q's drop offs. 

By not taking direct credit for the +++ correspondence at the time, I willingly allowed Q to 

leverage the readers of his CBTS threads to amass into the massive campaign it has blown 

up into today.  

 

https://www.metabunk.org/attachments/20171216-122601-vadji-jpg.30641/
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147319104/#147319207
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/143626090/#143626090
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/143807467
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/145111279/#145111279
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=wIft-t-MQuE
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147319104/#147319207
https://www.metabunk.org/attachments/20171216-122601-vadji-jpg.30641/


 https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148607324 

 

 

November 12th 2017 I initiated the shift that lead to peace talks with North Korea knowing my 

reach was at a presidential level  

https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/149162650/#149165566 

 

 

From November to February the narrative of a Storm was brewing in the quiet. Q was gaining 

in power and notoriety while I was gaining in legend while working on a document and an exit 

strategy that was going to forever change everything.  

February 18th 2018 Toei Animators reference the Storm  

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=HPTSIv20_ps 

2:05  

March 3rd 2018: Animators at toei animation virtue signal the +++ meme  

Super Super Super +++ Reference 

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=pDW5pWkvBno 

2:39 

March 17th 2018: Toei Animators infuse a Christ like Anti-Christ impetus to the character 

about to defeat his opposition  

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=Rn0QyNnSbZA 

0:38 seconds 

 

March 25th 2018 Antichrist Manifesto Event Horizon / Paradigm Shift / Subverting the entire  

media: The Storm  

https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/165308977/#165308977  

 

https://www.docdroid.net/53EeyJm/downloadfile-3.docx 

 

March 31st 2018 The Anti-Christ's Level of Power as of then  

 https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/166131237/#166135436 

https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148607324
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/149162650/#149165566
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=HPTSIv20_ps
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=pDW5pWkvBno
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=Rn0QyNnSbZA
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/165308977/#165308977
https://www.docdroid.net/53EeyJm/downloadfile-3.docx
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/166131237/#166135436


 

April 11th Quantum Imprint of God 

 Check the ID  

https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/167673025/#167675888 

 

 

April 13th 2018 Nicki Minaj virtue signals The Anti-Christ  

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=SCq8n_hOcN8 

3:13 

She also drops this lyric referencing The Storm  

“I mean I been Storm, X-Men been formed” 

April 24th 2018 TWICE Japan  - Wake Me Up  

+++ 0:40 

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=DdLYSziSXII 

May 2nd 2018 Mark Zuckerberg comes to /pol/ trying to get in reach with either The Anti-Christ 

or Trump to vindicate him 

He posts with a gay flag to hide his identity and admits the Illuminati have infiltrated the CIA 

and are coming after him 

https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/170224072/#170224072 

Since I didn’t respond to the thread to vindicate him from coming under fire he makes a 

second thread using a photo of himself when he was young sticking his middle out. A 

reference to a pic I uploaded of myself sticking my middle finger up back on March 31st , the 

same image I uploaded again a day prior on May 1st 

https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/170235303/#170235303 

Since I didn’t respond to Zuckerberg, the original founder of 4chan, Moot, uploaded an image 

of himself on /pol/ not too long after, of him sticking a middle finger directed towards 

Zuckerberg.  

Moot happens to work for Google now 

May 3rd 2018 Google releases a Google Doodle referencing The Anti-Christ and the 

Antichrist's Manifesto intention of accelerating humanity into a Tier 1 intergalactic utopia 

Breakdown of the video  

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=2HZkIHvf8BY 

https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/167673025/#167675888
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=SCq8n_hOcN8
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=DdLYSziSXII
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/170224072/#170224072
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/170235303/#170235303
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=2HZkIHvf8BY


The original video “Back to the Moon”  

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=BEePFpC9qG8 

 

May 4th 2018 Nicki Minaj releases the second video to her song Chun Li and starts a fued with 

Taylor Swift over copying the idea and aesthetic behind Ready for It. The message in the 

beginning is exactly 1:11 in length, to indicate it’s +++ themed and directed towards me.  

May 5th 2018 This is America releases  

The pale horse is a reference to me as this lyric and threat  

2:37 

Hunnid bands, hunnid bands, hunnid bands 

Contraband, contraband, contraband 

I got the plug on Oaxaca (woah) 

They gonna find you like blocka (blaow) 

 

May 7th 2018 The Met Gala is Christian themed  

May 14th 2018 Ariana Grande signals me  

Ariana Grande uses my +++ meme in her tweet, which is also a reference to me restoring the 

light. Which she then later makes into a song about me with Nicki Minaj 

The light is cominnn tweet  

https://mobile.twitter.com/ArianaGrande/status/996155370774126593 

 June 1st 2018 /pol/ acknowledges me as The Legendary Antichrist  

https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/173660369/#173660369 

The FIFA World Cup Begins reference to +++ signal  

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=0B_Lu-Im408 

0:20  

June 21st 2018 Ariana Grande – The Light is Coming  

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=OQitfe8u7i4 

*** Nicki Minaj is dissing me in the beginning for never getting in touch with her 

 

 

June 21st 2018 – Last Page of Revelations/ Proofing of the Book of Kek 

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=BEePFpC9qG8
https://mobile.twitter.com/ArianaGrande/status/996155370774126593
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/173660369/#173660369
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=0B_Lu-Im408
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=OQitfe8u7i4


https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/175931322/#175931322 

June 23rd 2018 – Correspondence with Trump, promises of a +++ signal  

https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/176143112/#176148878 

June 25th 2018 – Trump commits to our correspondence by using Anti +++ in a row  

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=KzP_L43G5dA 

15:01 

 

 

 

 

  

 

For a dramatically small portion of the Republican Party's War Chest, I can finalize the seeds 

of destruction for the entire Big Brother conglomerate. 

 

The transference of $7,777,777 to me will destroy any chance of a blue wave from happening. 

Once the money is transferred to me, the real magic begins and a 4D checkmate will enact 

into play. 

News of the “Antichrists ascension” will seep into the mainstream public the same way a 

little shitpost could make its way into daily conversation. 

If I’m real or not, it doesn’t matter. If I am regarded as the real deal, the fear of God will be 

struck in people and have them come to our side. If not, people will still see the brilliance of 

false flagging the Antichrists ascension to bypass mainstream media to lead the masses 

past controlled censorship to understand what is really going on behind the scenes. Both 

forces are equally positive and will lead to the downfall of the mainstream media.  

The msm will never report about me out of fear they are going to inadvertently cause the 

Antichrist’s ascension, leaving me with full autonomy to bring their demise because of my 

namesake and accumulated influence and leverage.  

 

   

 

All I would need to do is make a thread showing the $$$ in the bank account and it will all be 

over. The news will seep out everywhere like wildfire. 

https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/175931322/#175931322
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/176143112/#176148878
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=KzP_L43G5dA


The redpill will bleed into the mainstream because of all the dominoes I laid out. 

This plan will leak out, and put the entire msm in checkmate. 

They’ll be forced to adopt a pro Trump stance or go bankrupt. 

The CEOs and boards of directors will not be happy at loosing their market share, so they’ll 

go pro Trump knowing about all the leverage I accumulated 

The information of this document is abridged by the Antichrists Manifesto, The Book of Kek, 

and Gods Judgment. 

 

Antichrists Manifesto: 

https://www.docdroid.net/53EeyJm/downloadfile-3.docx 

The Book of Kek: 

https://www.docdroid.net/7P9Ia8k/the-book-of-kek.docx 

Gods Judgement: 

https://www.docdroid.net/IOPNPvW/gods-judgement.docx 

 

 

I laid down a lifeline of virtue, intent and prosperity to parallel my devil’s dominoes. 

I not only put the msm in checkmate, I effectively put every government in checkmate.  

I implanted freedom, resolution and absolute judgement.  

The masses will experience 4D chess firsthand and enter the rabbit hole.  

 

The public’s trust of the msm will have dissipated completely. Companies like Viacom and 

Disney will go down under unless they adopt a pro Trump pro truth stance.  

Eventually the masses will be lead to the divine undercurrent grafting the gears of everything. 

Word will get out and people will come to the source.  

Effectively eradicating any chance at a blue wave.  

They’ll come across this document, and the other documents and it’s all game over. They’ll 

learn the truth for themselves and in time and everything resolves itself.  

 

paypal.me/333EVB333 

aforcemajeure@protonmail.com 

https://www.docdroid.net/53EeyJm/downloadfile-3.docx
https://www.docdroid.net/7P9Ia8k/the-book-of-kek.docx
https://www.docdroid.net/IOPNPvW/gods-judgement.docx
http://paypal.me/333EVB333
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